
 





SHERENE MELINDA is a contemporary London-based designer handbag brand with a vibrant and 
sophisticated, yet playful South African-inspired style. The current collection of ethically sourced 
authentic springbok hair-on-hide handbags are offered in a variety of distinctive textures and 
shades.

With a degree in technology and a master’s in business Sherene stepped out of a corporate career 
to work with her passion for creativity and design. Growing up in South Africa and having a great 
appreciation of the long-lasting nature and usefulness of leathers, along with her love of a handbag, 
a career in handbag design seemed the obvious route. This idea was re-affirmed after completing a 
handbag design course at the London College of Fashion and mastering the techniques of handbag 
construction. Teamed with Sherene’s prior entrepreneurial experience the future path was clear and 
SHERENE MELINDA was established.

Since the business inception in 2013, SHERENE MELINDA has released a new collection each year 
with the introduction of new colours each season. The handbags have proved to be popular with 
customers, the trade and the press, garnering attention from the likes of Vogue, Tatler, Elle and Marie 
Claire. 

Having established a desirable trade customer base in the UK and with an international appeal 
SHERENE MELINDA now has  customers in Europe, the USA, Japan and China.

The latest designs in this collection are evidence of the hard work and dedication for continual 
improvement and this takes the handbag brand to a new level. The inspiration for this collection 
started with a reference to modern art using texture, lines and shape and adopting wide ranging 
colour. All the handbags have been designed with a focus on integrating functionality with a 
luxurious and glamourous twist.



LOU LOU POUCH
Dimensions: 16cm x 18cm x 6cm / 6.3” x 7.09” x 2.36”
Small, single compartment pouch bag with drawstring closure. Hair-on-hide 
front panel. Removable handle, adjustable detachable crossbody leather and 
chain strap. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/pen/lipstick pouch and 
keyring attachment.





SMITH BAG
Dimensions: 31cm x 25cm x 12cm / 12.2” x 9.84” x 4.72”
Medium sized tote bag. Top handle with adjustable detachable cross-
body leather and chain strap. Dual inner compartments separated with a 
central zipped compartment. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/pen/
lipstick pouch and keyring attachment. Outer back zipped pocket. Hair-
on-hide flap with magnetic closure.







SHOULDER BAG
Dimensions: 23cm x 18cm x 5cm / 9.06” x 7.09” x 1.97”
Small/medium sized shoulder bag with zip closure. Hair-on-hide flap 
with magnetic closure. Adjustable detachable crossbody leather and 
chain strap. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/pen/lipstick pouch 
and keyring attachment. Outer back zipped pocket.







Handbags are made using ethically sourced springbok hair-on-hide and 
Italian nappa leather with interior lining of eco-friendly pigskin 
leather.

Colour range includes:  baby blue, black, earth, green, 
lavender, lime, natural, nude, orange, pink, plum, red, royal, yellow





creative director: sherene@sherenemelinda.co.uk / + 44 (0) 7557 669255
sales: tara@sherenemelinda.co.uk / +44 (0) 7968 475180
general: enquiries@sherenemelinda.co.uk
press: james@apsleypr.com
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